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On the use of Convolutional Neural
Networks for Pedestrian Detection
Sergi Canyameres Masip
Abstract– In recent years, Deep Learning has emerged showing outstanding results for many
different problems related to computer vision, machine learning and speech recognition. In this
paper, we study the possibilities to apply convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and explore their
power to address the pedestrian detection problem in the context of autonomous driving. We focus
on creating a simple and robust framework based on the combination of a CNN architecture and a
fast linear classifier. We show how the combination of these ingredients leads to a very accurate
classifier, overcoming widespread techniques such as the HOG pedestrian detector and reaching
state-of-the-art performance. Results from the wide range of experiments performed are analysed
and compared on INRIA, one of the reference datasets for pedestrian detection.
Key words– Autonomous driving, pedestrian detection, deep learning, convolutional neural net-
works, domain adaptation, fine-tuning.
Abstract– En els darrers anys, el deep learning ha sorgit mostrant resultats excepcionals en
diferents problemes relacionats amb la visio´ per computador, l’aprenentatge automa`tic i el reconei-
xement de la parla. En aquest article estudiem les possibilitats d’aplicar xarxes neuronals artificials
(CNN en angle`s) i explorem el seu potencial envers la deteccio´ de vianants en el context de la
conduccio´ auto`noma de vehicles. Ens centrem en crear un marc de treball simple i robust, basat en
la combinacio´ d’una arquitectura de xarxa neuronal convolucional i d’un classificador lineal veloc¸.
Demostrem com, amb la combinacio´ d’aquests ingredients, obtenim un clasificador molt precı´s,
superant te`cniques tan exteses com el detector de vianants HOG, i arribant a un rendiment com el
de l’estat de lart. Els resultats del gran ventall d’experiments fets s’analitzen i es comparen amb
INRIA, un dels conjunts de dades me´s referents per a la deteccio´ de vianants.
Paraules clau– Conduccio´ auto`noma, deteccio´ de vianants, deep learning, xarxes neuronals
convolucionals, adaptacio´ de domini, fine-tuning.
F
1 INTRODUCTION
NEW techniques for Advanced Driving AssistanceSystems and Autonomous Driving are progress-ing at a fast pace thanks to the lower cost of sen-
sors and more efficient computing algorithms. However,
truthful scene understanding is still the main challenge to
implement intelligent applications such as collision preven-
tion systems, lane trackers or pedestrian detectors. Whereas
cars may be able to communicate between themselves in a
future, and their movement is homogeneous and quite pre-
dictable, pedestrians can suddenly appear on the road be-
cause of their lack of vision field or a simple distractions.
In fact, pedestrians represent around 6,300 annual deaths
only in the EU.
Hence, robust Computer Vision solutions are crucial
milestones if we aim to replace error-prone procedures by
reliable systems that understand the surrounding scene with
the visual information acquired by cameras.
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Intelligent agents are capable of analysing their environ-
ment and learn from its characteristics for an specific goal,
producing judgements that maximize the success of the de-
cision made for that task. When trying to endow these
agents with the power of vision, classic Computer Vision
techniques have based their learning procedures on using
hand-crafted feature descriptors such as HOG [1], LBP [2]
or SIFT [3] to represent the scene. Some try to obtain
holistic representations whereas others are part-based and
use combinations of more specific descriptors to extract the
features x from a given image. In any case, these archi-
tectures have proven to be good low-level representations
when applied together with classifiers like Support Vector
Machines [4], or Random Forests[5] as represented in Fig-
ure 1. These, learn a set of parameters w that optimally
classify the given features wT x. However, the final preci-
sion of these models is not enough for the critical tasks such
as pedestrian detection and they fail to generalize well for
changing environments, which has restrained their success
in high-precision demanding applications.
To overcome these limitations, inspired by the human
nervous system neural, networks provide a totally differ-
ent approach to the problem of how we represent the world.
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Figure 1: HOG extracts visual features x from an input im-
age, which can be used to train a classifier.
Instead of basing its success on carefully hand-crafted func-
tions, or visual, understandable patterns, these machine
learning algorithms attempt to learn representations be-
tween nodes (perceptrons), which present a similar func-
tionality to human neurons [6] as explained in Figure 2.
By composing several layers with different types of con-
nections and specific purposes, we are able to create bigger
networks with higher expressiveness. A perceptron receives
a series of inputs and performs a non-linear transformation
whose result may reach a threshold and, as a consequence,
activate the node outputs. When training with labelled data,
we evaluate if the estimated output corresponds to the de-
sired one and we provide feedback to the perceptron in the
backpropagation step [7]. This balances the weights of the
inputs or the threshold to adjust its performance so that it
provides the expected output. If repeated enough times with
the control of a small learning rate, the net will be reliable
for new, unseen easy samples.
The quality leap with respect to the previous methodolo-
gies lies on the fact that not only the classification model
w is learnt, but the complete object representation x fits the
problem needs. With this, the descriptor produces features
which are easier to classify by the support vectors machine,
so the overall performance increases.
Figure 2: The activation function in a perceptron processes
wT x to produce an output.
The original networks [10] were very shallow and there-
fore required an exponential amount of parameters to de-
scribe complex functionalities. In other words, when trying
to approximate some complex functions with just one hid-
den layer between the input and the output, it requires an
exponential number of parameters with respect to an equiv-
alent multi-layer net (in terms of expressiveness). A more
convenient strategy is to represent functions by combin-
ing the outputs of several layers, representing basic blocks,
which drastically reduces the amount of parameters since
these parameters are reused. This leads to the concept of
deep network.
After years of research in artificial neural networks, we
now understand better how to perform an effective train-
ing of deep nets. Together with the popularization of gen-
eral purpose GPUs, that has made fast and large-scale train-
ings possible, the concept of learning is empowered to new
horizons, and brings the possibility to explore deep learning
and, as we do in this article, reach state-of-the-art detection
rates by using these technologies. Among them, Convolu-
tional Neural Networks are becoming very popular in the
field of computer vision because of their similitude with the
visual cortex structure. In the same way that our cells are
sensitive to small sub-regions of the visual field, percep-
trons in CNNs are arranged to act as overlapped local filters
as Figure 3 represents.
Figure 3: CNNs learn which convolution parameters w can
produce better features x to easily predict an optimal output.
These deep representations have achieved state-of-the-
art results in several computer vision tasks during the last
years. For this reason is of great interest to study if they
can be applied to the problem of pedestrian detection, and
if this leads to noticeable benefits with respect to the cur-
rent state-of-the-art based on DPM [8] or HOG-SVM [1]
classifiers.
Our main goal is to substitute the classical hand-crafted
features for new ones learnt by general-purpose CNNs, and
to be able to apply them successfully to address the com-
plicated problem of pedestrian detection. To this end we
define a detection framework founded on the combination
of a CNN based on the AlexNet [9] architecture, and a lin-
ear classifier, which we are going to use for the following
tasks:
• Train an SVM image classifier with deep features ex-
tracted from the last fully-connected layers as shown
in Figure 4 (Section 3.1).
• Add an intelligent candidate generator to improve the
computational efficiency of the system (Section 3.2)
• In a following stage, study the influence of SVM boot-
strapping and network fine-tuning, among other archi-
tecture alternatives (Sections 3.3 to 3.7).
In chapter 4 we perform a thorough analysis of the impact of
the aforementioned elements on the final accuracy. By us-
ing the INRIA pedestrian dataset, properly fine-tuned mod-
els quickly outperform prevailing high-level systems such
as HOGSVM.
2 STATE OF THE ART
Despite LeCun’s first approach to convolutional neural net-
works in 1998 [10], to deal with document and digits recog-
nition, these algorithms remained unpopular due to the slow
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Figure 4: We propose to use the learnt features x from the
last network layers to train a SVM classifier.
and tedious training process required. It was not until Hin-
ton’s learning proposal in 2005 [11] that plenty of projects
started to use them for multiple heterogeneous tasks.
Top results were reached in computer vision challenges
such as pose estimation [12] feature matching [13], scene
recognition [14], general object detection [15] and object
classification [9]. Precisely, the impressive results from
the latter projects in general object recognition challenges
like the ILSVRC [16] attracted the attention of researchers
dealing with pedestrian recognition. Problem-specific ar-
chitectures started to appear [17] and showed solutions for
dealing with small training data, a problem that we had to
address in this article too. Other networks use cropped re-
gions of different sizes from an image to obtain the contex-
tual features and feed each layer, as MultiSDP, described
in [18]. Later projects focused on complementing existing
technologies failing in specific situations such as partial oc-
clusions. For example DBN-Isol [19], which is based on
a deformable part model combining Restricted Boltzmann
Machines [20]. As far as we know, the current state-of-
the-art applied to the problem of pedestrian detection is a
Switchable Deep Network (SDN) by Luo et al. [21]. It
uses different body parts to automatically learn hierarchi-
cal features and other mixture representations which allow
them to properly separate background noise from the rele-
vant regions. Despite of this solution, a recent implemen-
tation of low-level visual features and spatial pooling [22]
slightly outperformed previous competitors in INRIA, ETH
and Caltech-USA benchmark, showing that there is still
much to analyse and discover in order to fully exploit the
capabilities of CNNs. This work has been done under this
premise.
For further information, comparative studies have been
published regarding CNN implementation details [23][24]
and analyzing existing pedestrian detection models [25].
3 DEVELOPMENT
The version of AlexNet architecture [9] used all along this
project surpassed all competitors in the ImageNet LSVRC
2010 and 2012. This challenge consisted on the classifica-
tion of 1.2 million images in 1000 classes. The net (Fig-
ure 5) is based on five convolutional filters, which combine
max-pooling and dropout intermediate layers. These lead to
three fully-connected layers prior to the final softmax clas-
sifier that normalizes the calculated probabilities for each
of the classes. Krizhevsky et al. introduced the dropout
regularization method to reduce the over-fitting in the fully-
connected layers [26]. Hidden neurons with probability 0.5
have their output set to zero to avoid them to influence in
the back-propagation.
Figure 5: Alexnet’s original structure: 5 convolution blocks
(convolution + normalization), 2 fully-connected layers (fc6
& fc7) and a final fully-connected + softmax classifier.
Only in the 17% of the tested images the network failed to
place the correct label as one of the 5 more probable classes.
However, in this paper we have to focus on the top-1 predic-
tions, which means that only the most confident output gen-
erated is taken into consideration. In this case, the 62.5%
of the tested images were properly labelled. This is the ref-
erence we are going to use to compare the evolution of our
experiments against classical methods like HOG-SVM. To
do so, we propose a series of modifications on AlexNet to
achieve state-of-the-art results.
3.1 CNN features + SVM
Despite of AlexNet’s impressive accuracy on general im-
age recognition, a 1000-class classifier is far from optimal
when the problem to face is reduced to pedestrian detection.
The learnt classes do not even include high-level concepts
such as person, man or woman, but much more detailed ob-
jects like jeans, tie or sandals. Furthermore, as seen in Fig-
ure 6, ILSVRC images are usually well-defined objects in
clear backgrounds, without noise or occlusions, quite dif-
ferent from the street images acquired from a car. There-
fore, applying the net off-the-shelf would fail to recognize
pedestrians in complete frames crowded with different iden-
tifiable objects. Moreover, our goal is more complex than
AlexNet’s. Whereas it simply classifies a given image, we
want to detect pedestrians, which implies not only classi-
fication but also location of the object within the frame.
Hence, we need to adapt the procedure and add a candi-
date generation method. For example, our multi-size slid-
ing window is applied across the image to produce patches
of H×W pixels called crops, which are going to be used as
working units. Our proposal is to train a Support Vector Ma-
chine classifier with the features extracted from these crops
in the last layers of the net. For each jth crop of the Ith im-
age, CjI , we have a deep feature x
j
I extracted by AlexNet.
Each of these features are extended with a ground truth la-
bel yjI ∈ {0, 1} in order to train the SVM classifier.
Firstly, we take the AlexNet model, pretrained on Im-
ageNet for a good feature generalisation, and we feed it
with all the image regions that the sliding window produces
from the INRIA training database. The network applies its
trained filters and forwards the feature blob towards the fi-
nal fully-connected layer and the softmax classifier. As we
only want the deep features, we proceed by extracting the
output before the softmax and the final dropout layers, i.e.
fc6 and fc7, according to the definition of AlexNet. Instead
of taking the probability estimation of the 1000 ImageNet
classes, our idea is to use the 4096 output values after the
fc7 and fc7 fully-connected operations, because they gained
both general and specific information from all the convolu-
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Figure 6: Images from the ILSVCR database (top) mostly
contain simple objects with clear backgrounds. On the other
hand, street images for pedestrian detection like from the
INRIA dataset (bottom) are crowded and objects can be
confused with the background.
tional filters, but at the same time they have not focused
on the final classification yet. These features serve to train
an SVM, with solely the two possible classes (pedestrian
or not pedestrian). In testing time, the network extracts the
features from the test images, which are subsequently given
to the SVM models to calculate a confidence value corre-
sponding to each crop. This pipeline is shown in Figure 5,
the input image as a sub-region of a bigger frame cropped
by the sliding window.
3.2 HOG Candidate Generator
Although the mentioned framework achieves good results,
it is computationally very expensive. In the version of slid-
ing window used, thousands of crops are generated for each
original frame. Even if the evaluation time of the CNN
when forwarding the region through the net is only about
20 ms, the entire dataset requires circa 45 hours to be com-
pletely processed. To avoid this, we propose to use a more
sophisticated candidate generator based on a HOG-SVM
classifier, adjusted to produce a very high recall, allowing
only those images with a minimum chance of being a pedes-
trian to be processed. Setting a threshold value at -1 we can
skip up to 98% of easy negatives relative to sky, buildings,
empty road or clear background with little or no chances
of the region to correspond to a pedestrian, and experiment
with an architecture that needs not more than an hour to
analyze the INRIA test dataset. Moreover, our focus here
is on developing a robust model to properly deal with the
complex decisions where classical engineered detectors still
fail, which is not affected by the omission of these easy in-
stances.
3.3 SVM bootstrapping
The INRIA dataset has a limited amount of positive sam-
ples, but we can use almost unlimited negative by choos-
ing random areas of the images which do not contain any
pedestrian. This is enough for training our SVM classifier
acceptably well and leads to acceptable results. However,
difference in quantity between the two classes samples may
lead to a biased decision boundary, especially because many
positives are in well-defined backgrounds, easy to separate
by the SVM hyper plane. To address this issue and reduce
the bias, we propose to apply a bootstrapping stage and train
new SVM models. To this end, we test the net with only
negative images, and save those with higher confidence es-
timations of being a pedestrian. These —hereafter referred
as hard negatives— produce features points close to the pos-
itive cluster so that they are difficult to classify properly.
By adding them to the training list of negative samples, the
vectors separating the negative and the positive class will
take these values into consideration, increasing the accu-
racy around a 5%.
3.4 Fine-Tuning
So far we have seen how well the original AlexNet archi-
tecture trained on ImageNet can perform in order to obtain
useful deep features for pedestrian detection. If we wanted
to train such a network for our specific problem, we would
require a massive amount of properly labeled data samples
in the order of a million images. However, we know that
most of its inner features are universal enough to perform
acceptably well with the appropriate classifier when pro-
cessing natural images, which simplifies the training pro-
cess by means of a simple domain adaptation. Hence, we
do not need to train a full model, but adapt the existing
one to our needs instead. Previous studies of domain adap-
tation for pedestrian detection have shown very good im-
provements when transforming a generic classifier into a
problem-specific expert, even if introducing synthetic data
to help the specialization [27]. Moreover, even if we can-
not produce new labelled pedestrians, we can add some ex-
tra negatives by cropping multiple regions from negative
frames.
Thus, what we propose to do is not a complete training
of our own network, but just a reparametrization of the last
layers, which are in charge of finding small particularities
corresponding to each of the 1000 classes. In pedestrian
detection we want to focus the power of these operations in
finding the presence of humans. Therefore, it is necessary
to modify the structure of the last fully connected operation
to produce only two output classes, which are connected to
the final softmax decision layer. This block is the only part
needed to be trained from scratch, as the existing weights
are not valid anymore if the connection structure of the net
changes.
In order to feed the decision layers with the optimal
information for their task, the two previous layers, fully-
connected fc6 and fc7, are slightly modified. This time,
instead of retraining them all from scratch, we take the
weights learnt after the ImageNet training, and lightly mod-
ify them. As this process is slower than the full training
of the last block, the layer learning rates are set to 1 and
2, which are values much smaller than the used in the new
layers (10 and 20), because they have to learn faster. This
allows the inner layers to be refined concurrently with the
classification block and potentially improve the features cal-
culated after the backpropagation correction. Our network
is now specialized in detecting pedestrians, which greatly
increases the accuracy up to an 85.62% if we use its deep
features. Moreover, as we only have two classes, we may
also use the net output directly to classify the images.
By always using the same INRIA positive and negative
train images plus 20,000 random negative crops, this pro-
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cess takes around 8h to iterate 100.000 times with batches
of 50 images in an NVidia GPU Tesla K40 boosted by the
cuDNN library.
3.5 Dataset improving
A truly critical factor to make the fine-tuning process per-
form optimally is the size and variability of the data pro-
vided. As we can only use the INRIA training dataset, it
is likely that the 60 million parameters in the network do
not have enough instances to let the new architecture learn
properly. However, and similarly to the bootstrapping pro-
cess done for improving the SVM classifier, we can look for
a big amount of hard negative crops and include them in the
fine-tuning dataset in order to improve the deep features as
well, instead of executing this process adding only poorly
selected negatives, which can correspond to very easy re-
gions such as free road or sky.
Our first fine-tuning experiments with only the INRIA
dataset showed a remarkable increase on the network per-
formance. However, after the fine-tuning with the explained
extended dataset, the accuracy of the SVMs trained with the
features of any of the last four layers clearly overcomes our
state-of-the-art reference HOGSVM. All result tables are
shown and explained in section 4.5.
3.6 Fine-tuned network without SVM
The alteration of the original AlexNet structure implies the
possibility of directly using the class probability as the value
of detection confidence, otherwise provided by our SVM.
The last fully-connected (fc8) layer transforms the 4096 in-
put features into two outputs which are normalized by a
softmax classifier to produce both classes probabilities.
Alternatively we also fine-tuned the network with a
Hinge layer instead, a loss-function typically used to train
SVM classifiers. As the images still have a certain im-
provement range, it makes sense to think that the Hinge
can learn from the potential of the features as the SVM
does. With this, a better performance when classifying diffi-
cult instances is expected. Section 4.6 compares the perfor-
mance of this alternative with respect to the previous proce-
dures explained.
3.7 Other alternatives
Thanks to the recent rise of the use of convolutional neural
networks there are still innumerable modifications that can
possibly help know more about this technology. Here we
expose three more experiments that we run with different
degrees of success.
• fc6+fc7 combination: The efficacy of SVM classifier
directly depends on the variability and number of data
available. Nevertheless, too many instances can lead
to overfitting, outliers can dramatically work against a
potentially good set of features, and eventually there
are not enough dimensions to properly fit an hyper-
plane in between. To face this, we propose to under-
stand both fc6 and fc7 values as combined features of
a same temporary instance. With this, we double the
amount of good (hard negatives) training instances, but
above all, we also double the number of features avail-
able so that the SVM can properly look for better plane
combinations.
• Net architectures: since the very beginning we are fo-
cused on Krizhevsky’s AlexNet due to its condition of
2012 ILSVRC winner and because the model works as
reference baseline in open-source deep learning frame-
works such as Caffe. However, other models have re-
cently shown good results as well, such as GoogLeNet
[28] or VGGNet with 16 or 19 layers [29].
• When fine-tuning, the defined learning rates control
which layers are modified with respect to the baseline
model and how much. The high-level convolutional
layers generalize well for any images, so we can leave
them untouched by setting their learning rates to zero.
However, we want to retrain the fully-connected lay-
ers, so the learning rate will have increasing values as
we approach the end of the network. Layers fc8 and
prob, which experiment a full training from scratch,
have the higher learning rates because they need to
adapt faster.
In section 4.7 we show the differences obtained when
varying both these values and the sequence in which
the layers are re-trained. Normally, architectures fine-
tune all the last layers at once. We explored by incor-
porating a sequential re-training starting with only the
last layer. Afterwards, the second-last layer starts re-
training too, but with a smaller learning rate. Finally,
we do the same with the third layer.
A third version of this experiment consists of repeat-
ing this procedure, but setting the learning rate back to
zero after each layer has trained, so that only one layer
is fine-tuned at once.
4 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section we analyse the results of the different im-
provements explained along Section 3.
4.1 Analysing CNN features + SVM
Recognizing pedestrians from a camera in a car is not an
easy task, especially when driving around crowded streets
filled with infinity of different objects and backgrounds. For
this reason, it makes sense that a CNN trained with easily
identifiable objects is not suitable for distinguishing pedes-
trians in a chaotic scene, particularly if no specific training
has been done. Hence, the accuracy levels shown in Ta-
ble 1, by using the vanilla configuration explained in 3.1,
look far from the 83% of accuracy achieved by AlexNet in
the object recognition challenge [9]. Even so, the valuable
information emerged from the experiments confirm our hy-
pothesis.
We observe how the performance dramatically decreases
as we train the SVM with features extracted from lowerer
layers, which corresponds to the fact that after the first fully-
connected layer (fc6), the network is increasingly problem-
specific. This means that all the valuable information for
our purpose is gained in the first filters through the convo-
lution process.
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We also look at the individual outputs produced by each
SVM configurations trained with different parameters. To
produce significant conclusions we report statistics with the
minimum, the maximum and the average accuracy of these
SVMs. In all the cases, using fc6 consistently produces the
best results. Please note that we discarded the outcomes
produced by the last layer after the softmax classifier due to
its specialization in ImageNet and consequent poor perfor-
mance for our problem.
4.2 Analysis of the Candidate Generator
This subsection analyses the results of incorporating the
HOG candidate generator as presented in section 3.2. Un-
less otherwise indicated, the HOG detector used to gener-
ate the confidences for each region has a threshold set to
-1. As the confidence range goes from -2 (not pedestrian)
to 1 (pedestrian), we know that most regions with confi-
dence above 0 correspond to a pedestrian. Hence, setting it
to -1 embraces almost the totality of positive regions in the
dataset.
Table 2 shows how reducing the amount of input re-
gions not only shortens the testing time, but also -and most
important- increases the accuracy of the system an average
of 13.4% and 21.5% for layers fc6 and fc7 respectively. All
our accuracy values correspond to the percentage of posi-
tive cropped regions detected as such by allowing one false
positive per frame. This 75% obtained means that, given a
full image with a single pedestrian in it, we mistakenly la-
bel one region as positive, whereas we correctly identify the
pedestrian in 3 out of 4 regions where it is contained.
From this big jump we conclude that most of our wrong
classifications are not bypassed pedestrians (false negatives)
but somehow human-like regions which are understood by
the CNN as people, i.e., hard negatives. Hence, our idea to
perform image bootstrapping is totally suitable to advance
towards more reliable models.
4.3 Analysis of SVM bootstrapping
Even though one could think that the SVM models would
be near the saturation and would not be able to learn much
more despite of the multiplication of the training data, the
truth is that some of the tested configurations gained up to 5
points or more. In fact, after a first small test with 1000 ex-
tra images the correct detections increase several points. As
seen in Figure 7, after the first jump, the remaining improve-
ment is reached in an almost linear behavior when using
10k, and 30k new instances, until saturation starts being no-
ticeable. If bootstrapping continues up to 50k extra images,
Extraction layer
fc6 fc7 fc8
Minimum 56.33% 45.03% 31.68%
Maximum 62.67% 49.14% 45.72%
Average 58.80% 46.56% 37.80%
Table 1: Accuracies of the different SVM models trained
with features extracted after the fully connected layers fc6,
fc7 or fc8.
Figure 7: Effect of using different amounts of extra hard
negative samples when bootstrapping the SVM models with
features of layers fc6 and fc7.
not only the improvement gets stuck, but the overall perfor-
mance also decreases due to the extreme over-fitting caused
by the big amount of hard negatives provided in comparison
to a now unnoticeable set of positive samples.
As we can see, the best model produced has a 79.62%
of accuracy, which is starting to be close to the 85% from
the HOG implementation that we aim to reach after upcom-
ing adjustments. However, this is the last experiment done
using the original AlexNet architecture, which we modify
to obtain a problem-specific CNN model that better fits our
needs. For this reason, even though the results are good,
these bootstrapped SVM models are left apart.
4.4 Analysis of the Fine-Tuning process
In Table 3 we show the results obtained after the fine-tunng
process explained in Section 3.4. Despite the structural
properties of the two first layers to remain untouched, they
are capable to boost their relevancy an average of 9 and 15
points. Moreover, the variance among the different SVM
parameters becomes nearly negligible, meaning that the
maximums of 81.6% in fc6 and 84.07% in fc7 are not due to
isolated cases of luck but because of the actual strength and
robustness of the features produced by the network. Never-
theless, what is truly valuable after this fine-tuning process,
is that the most meaningful layers are now fc8 and softmax,
because of their total adaptation to our pedestrian detection
goal. While the 1000-feature outputs could barely be used
to get around a 60% of accuracy, the current 2-feature pre-
Extraction layer
fc6 fc7 fc8 softmax
Minimum 69.86% 64.90% 57.36% 19.52%
Maximum 75.86% 70.72% 63.87% 41.27%
Average 72.23% 68.05% 60.95% 35.21%
HOG gain +13.42% +21.49% +23.16% +20.36%
Table 2: The accuracies of the SVM models trained with
features after layers fc6, fc7 and fc8. If we filter the test
images with a confidence lower than -1 after the HOG can-
didate generator, the results improve dramatically.
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Extraction layer
fc6 fc7 fc8 softmax
Max (all) 75.86% 76.37% 81.51% 82.36%
Avg (all) 75.04% 75.41% 79.63% 77.13%
Max (HOG) 81.68% 84.08% 85.62% 84.93%
Avg (HOG) 81.00% 83.42% 85.33% 83.30%
Table 3: The fine-tuned model is now specialized in pedes-
trian detection, so the last layers provide a big improve-
ment with respect to the off-the-shelf network. Applying
the HOG filter causes a smaller impact.
diction can properly guess more than 85% of the regions,
which equals the HOG+SVM reference model.
These experiments prove that the inner layers are generic
enough to face any kind of object recognition problem.
Therefore, and similarly as in the case of bootstrapping, the
key to keep boosting our CNN is going to be in the small
details such as the learning rate values, or the size of the
image batches used for fine-tuning. This matches as well
with Chatfield et al. [24] studies.
Furthermore, we also checked the power of the fine-tuned
model to perform without the HOG filter. In this occasion,
the loss with respect to the filtered region test is much lower
than when using AlexNet without fine-tuning. From the big
differences seen previously in the last row of Table 2, we
jump to a much more regular 5.7 - 8.2% loss shown in Ta-
ble 3. This means that our intention to learn how to prop-
erly distinguish the hard negatives and reduce the ratio of
false positives is accomplished. Please notice that in fact,
all layers without the candidate generator produce, in av-
erage, better results (75.04%, 75.41%, 79.63%) than any
combination of AlexNet even with the HOG activated filter
(72.23%, 68.05%, 60.95%) as in Table 2.
4.5 Analysing the dataset improvement
In the same way that we improved the results when adding
hard negatives in the bootstrapping process, the carefully
selected images for this fine-tuning considerably outcome
the detection rates obtained with the previous training set.
If the original fine-tuning reduces the mismatch between the
use of the different layers, repeating the operation with the
new images nearly equals the performance of all layers to
values reaching the border of an outstanding 90% of accu-
racy.
Again, the low variance within all the SVM models re-
sults is a sign of the robustness of the new model. Even
in this small variation, no pattern relative to parameters and
results can be inferred. Moreover, our problem-specific net-
work (referred as CNN*) has learnt to produce such reliable
layers that the HOG candidate generator barely affects the
final results. As we see in Table 4, the smaller difference
occurs with the SVMs trained with the features after layer
fc8. Removing the filter, this means, testing the totallity of
the crops instead of just a 2% of the sliding window regions,
implies a marginal decrease of 1.2% of accuracy. This dif-
ference was of 23.16 points on the original AlexNet.
Extraction layer
fc6 fc7 fc8 softmax
Max (all) 85.27% 86.99% 88.70% 87.33%
Avg (all) 83.14% 85.98% 87.66% 85.20%
Max (HOG) 87.67% 89.90% 89.90% 90.07%
Avg (HOG) 87.67% 89.51% 89.90% 88.13%
Table 4: Fine-tuning with our improved dataset is the ul-
timate deep features boost. This CNN* network becomes
very robust and is better at detecting hard negatives, so the
HOG filter has almost no effect on the final results.
4.6 Results of a fine-tuned net without SVM
The first attempt to directly use the estimated confidence
value to contrast our model against HOG results without
any classifier gave irregular results. Even if our baseline
model produces much better results with the SVM than
without it, Table 5 shows a big difference between the use
of the default Softmax layer and the implementation of a
new Hinge loss-function. However, these differences are
dramatically reduced when applying the tests to a very sim-
ilar model, fine-tuned with batches of 200 images instead
of 50. Although its performance when using the SVM is al-
most the same, the loss without it is much smaller, and the
Hinge classifier can even outperform the results obtained if
we look at the confidences estimated at layer fc8.
Nevertheless, all these variances vanish when using the
models fine-tuned with our boosted dataset. As we can ap-
preciate, the Hinge version either underperforms or equals
the Softmax models, because the confidences produced are
good enough not to require an SVM to understand them. In
fact, if we look at the consequences of removing the SVM
after the Softmax process, the differences are reduced to
the point that, for the 50-batch model, the raw confidences
right after the fc8 layer produce an accuracy of 90.23%,
which is the best result achieved in this project.
Extraction layer
fc8 output fc8(*) output(*)
(50) SoftSVM 85.27% 85.78% 89.89% 90.07%
(50) Softmax 74.41% 72.94% 90.23% 87.15%
(50) Hinge 82.02% 78.42% 84.93% 82.36%
(200) SoftSVM 84.24% 85.44% 89.04% 89.21%
(200) Softmax 83.72% 80.47% 88.52% 86.81%
(200) Hinge 86.13% 84.93% 88.01% 86.64%
Table 5: Results of different architectures combining Soft-
max or Hinge classification layers, the use of SVM, and
batch sizes of 50 and 200. (*) corresponds to CNN models
trained with the improved dataset.
4.7 Analysing other alternatives
• fc6+fc7: The accuracy for all SVMs after layers fc6
and fc7 are 72.23% and 68.04% respectively, so to-
gether they form an average of 70.14%. After ap-
pending the features from both layers to form single
instance, the accuracy obtained is 71.95%. Even if it




Holding 2 it. 85.79% 79.62%
Sequential 2 it. 86.30% 83.90%
Holding 3 it. 87.67% 83.39%
Sequential 3 it. 85.45% 83.04%
Table 6: Comparison of our non-SVM models. Holding and
Sequential fine-tuning variants for two and three iterations
underperform the standard procedure.
gains 1.81% with respect to the two independent clas-
sifiers together, we cannot consider it as a significant
improvement as it is still below the result after using
the fc6 alone.
• Other models: the results obtained were not satisfac-
tory. Unfortunately, GoogleNet is an ensemble of cur-
rent models, and the versions of VGGNet extend the
depth of the network up to 16 and 19 layers. This
causes both architectures to run 3x to 13x times slower
and requires an intense study from their structures
which is not in the scope of our project.
• So far we have seen how the network can learn when
fine-tuning all layers at once, gradually increasing val-
ues of learning rates. Table 6 shows the results ob-
tained if performing the fine-tuning with the strategies
explained in section 3.7. Holding corresponds to the
first variation described where all we gradually acti-
vate the learning rates, and Sequential corresponds to
individually fine-tune the layers one after the other in
successive iterations. As we see, both subtly underper-
form the all-at-once fine-tune results obtained so far.
However, this is only a first approach and infinity of
other learning rate combinations and sequences can be
attempted in the future, so more research can still be
done in this direction.
4.8 Discussion of the results
In this article we have shown how the use of deep features
learnt by a general-purpose CNN as an alternative to older
pedestrian detection methods is totally feasible. Achieving
the initial goals, we have been able to reach state-of-the-art
results.
• The use of the extracted features to train an SVM has
led to good results all along the experiments. We could
learn more about the effects of the layers and how to
use the features from different depths depending on the
specific modification tested, with accuracies varying
up to 20 points in the off-the-shelf AlexNet model.
• Adding a candidate proposal method allowed us to
have more flexibility and speed when testing differ-
ent implementations. Moreover, thanks to it we could
also understand better the evolution of the results,
which were improved between 13.4 and 23.2 per-























HOG + AlexNet (33.73)
Bootstrap (27.46)
CNN* (22.06)
HOG + finetuned net (20.69)
HOGSVM target (17.23)
HOG + CNN* (15.24)
HOG + CNN* without SVM (14.38)
Figure 8: Average miss-rate depending on the amount of
False Positives Per Image along the different architectures
tested in this project. After fine-tuning the network with
the improved dataset, our two best models outperform the
state-of-the-art HOG+SVM model in almost 2 and 3 points,
respectively. CNN* corresponds to the network fine-tuned
with our improved dataset.
• The different boosting processes were successful
enough to definetely let the results reach the state of the
art. Whereas bootstrapping increased the accuracy up
to a 7%, domain adaptation methods could add some
extra 15% (fine-tuning) and extra 8% (dataset improv-
ing), achieving astonishing accuracies around the 90%
even with the non-filtered detector.
In Figure 8 we show the full progress of all our experi-
ments. This chart allows us to see not only the accuracies
used for our benchmarks so far, corresponding to 100 False
Positives Per Image, but also the miss rate increase when
we move the threshold to allow less false positives. Even
though the HOG+SVM decrease is smoother, the overall
area under the curve is smaller in our architectures fine-
tuned with the improved dataset. The features extracted
from the softmax layer can train an SVM with 15.24% av-
erage miss rate, 2 points better than our HOG target. Oth-
erwise, taking the detection confidences directly from the
output of the network, we obtain the best result, with an
average miss rate of 14.38% which improves in almost 3
points our target.
Figure 9: Detection examples to show how our new archi-
tectures are more robust. False positives are dramatically
reduced and the overall accuracy overcomes classical state-
of-the-art models for pedestrian detection.
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Figure 10: Best performance of the deep features extracted
from the last four layers (fc6, fc7, fc8 and net’s output)
along the different architectures developed.
The improvement achieved along the project is better
represented in Figure 9. The the classifier with original
AlexNet’s features produces multiple false detections, some
of them in areas which apparently should not be confusing.
Next, the HOG candidate generator drastically reduces the
amount of easy false positives, even some messy regions are
not filtered and can still be understood as pedestrians by the
classifier. Finally, after all the boosting methods, very few
false positives or false negatives are produced. The features
are perfectly trained to properly detect most pedestrians,
and the system is very robust against complex detections
with crowded scenes, occlusions and other difficulties. As
we can see in Figure 10, the performance of the deep fea-
tures from the used layers balances and improves all along
the multiple model modifications done.
5 CONCLUSIONS
Dealing with CNN is still a crucial task in new research
projects, but lots of new publications on the topic are con-
tinuously appearing so the principles of this technologies
are in permanent evolution and transformation. However,
this project accomplishes the goals presented, and this pa-
per has shown how convolutional neural networks can be
boosted for pedestrian detection.
We have studied the use of a pedestrian detector by com-
bining a candidate object proposal, deep features and a sim-
ple classification tool, with the idea to improve the overall
system accuracy. Furthermore, this article highlights how
classical techniques like bootstrapping can dramatically im-
prove the performance of a convolutional neural network.
Domain adaptation processes such as fine-tuning are also
crucial to better adapt the deep features as seen along our
experiments. With all this improvements together, our pro-
posal achieves state-of-the-art results for pedestrian detec-
tion and overcomes a widespread method like HOG+SVM.
Moreover, we are happy to see that all the achieve-
ments, problems, solutions, results and conclusions pro-
duced along these months totally correlate with those re-
vealed by up-to-date publications such as CVPR’s Taking
a Deeper Look at Pedestrians [15], or ECCV’s Strength-
ening the Effectiveness of Pedestrian Detection with Spa-
tially Pooled Features [22] and Analyzing the Performance
of Multilayer Neural Networks for Object Recognition [30].
6 FUTURE WORK
This project opens the gate to plenty of new possibili-
ties regarding the improvement of convolutional neural net-
works. The experienced acquired allows our group to start
several investigation lines involving semantic segmentation
and pedestrian detection.
The next goal is not only to recognize pedestrians within
given crops, but to find and identify them in a region within
a whole captured frame. For this, we need to perform a
structural redefinition of the net architecture, much more
exhaustive than a simple fine-tuning. We propose to deeply
modify the conception of the features by changing the in-
puts from raw RGB values to codified strings of image rep-
resentations where activated value in an would represent the
presence of a pedestrian in that region. The main issue to
be solved is the amount of data needed to be fully trained.
For this, we believe that domain adaptation processes can
help CNNs to improve their performance in classification
and also detection problems.
What is clear is that convolutional neural networks have
a high potential in computer vision. Hopefully, the scien-
tific community will continue investing in their research and
harness them to keep advancing to a future with plenty of
intelligent systems that bring more safety and comfort to
dangerous or tedious human activities.
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